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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an identifi-

cation system for identifying the authenticity of an arti-

cle.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Conventionally, as means for identifying the

authenticity of such articles as information storage

cards including magnetic cards, stocks and bonds, tick-

ets and commercial goods, a system of affixing a holo-

gram marking, which is difficult to forge, on the article to

be Identified as an identification seal was proposed, for

instance, in Japanese utility model laid-open publication

No. 61-182580.. As such identification seals are

intended to be visually identified, they are normally

affixed to the parts of articles to be identified which are

easily noticeable from outside. Therefore, because

designing of theexternal appearance of an article must

take into account the position, shape and color of the

identification seal that is going to be affixed thereto,

freedom of design can be severely hampered, and in

some cases the identification seal may destroy the bal-

ance in the design to such an extent that the appear-

ance of the article may be severely impaired.

.

[0003] In Japanese patent laid-open publication No.

&71383 filed by the applicant of this application, it was

proposed to provide, on the surface of an article, a holo-

gram region serving as an identification seal having a

diffracttve property unique to the article. In Japanese

patent application No. 3-259636 (not yet published) filed

by the same applicant and directed to an invention using

the above-mentioned structure, an identification region

made of a material which reflects, with a unique diffrac-

Bve property, only the light having a prescribed wave-

length, for instance lightin the infrared band, which is

not in the range of visible fight, is affixed to such articles

as information storage cards, stocks and bonds and

tickets so that the identification region is normally trans-

parent, but can be optically identified by using detecting

fight having the prescribed wavelength. According to

this structure, the authenticity of the article can be Iden-

tified with high accuracy, the forgery of the identification

'

region is' made more difficult, and the freedom in the

design of the article is not In any way hampered

[0004] However, in reality, it is difficult to obtain a

layerwhichreflects only the fight of a certain wavelength

to a high degree, and the fight to be reflected may wed
partly penetrate the layer and may be reflected by the

surface of the article itself. In particular, when the sur-

face of the article is metallic, and has a high reflective

coefficient, the light reflected by the surface of the arti-

cle may reach the fight receiving region ofthe Identifica-

tion system along with the light reflected by the

identification region whereby an erroneous detection

may be resulted, and an authentic article may not be

identified as such.

[0005] WO-A-86/05300 discloses a security device

in which a thick film hologram includes at least one dis-

5 crete reflective region which when illuminated reflects

strongly in a specific direction. A reader incorporates a

tight source and one or more photodiode detectors

arranged to detect directional reflections to discriminate

against non-holographic reflections and to perform a

n security function on detection of appropriate reflections.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In view of such problems of the prior art, a

is primary object of the present invention is to provide an
article identification system which allows the authentic-

ityof an article to be identified reliably without disturbing

the external appearance of the article.

[0007] A second object of the present invention is to

20 provide an article identification system which allows the

authenticity of an article to be identified reliably without

restricting the design of the article.

[0008] A third object of the present invention is to

provide an article identification system which uses an

25 Identification region to be placed on an article to be

identified, but this identification region is so inconspicu-

ous that ft would not attract the attention of the potential

forger, and the possibility of the identification region to

be counterfeited is reduced.

30 [0009] According to the present invention, there is

provided an article Identification system for Identifying

the authenticity of an article, comprising:

identification means including at least a first layer,

35 consisting of hologram or diffraction grating, havtag

a reflective property for substantially reflecting light

having a prescribed wavelength;

light emitting means for impinging fight emitted

therefrom onto said identification means, said fight

to having the prescribed wavelength;

fight detecting means for delecting fight reflected by

said identification means, said light detecting

means being provided with a filter which selectively

allows transmission of fight having a certain polari-

45 sation direction; and

control means for evaluating fight detected by said

fight detecting means and determining the authen-

ticity of said article associated with said identifica-

tion means;

so characterised In that'

the fight emitted from said fight emitting means has

a wavelength outside a visible range, and is Bneariy

polarised m a prescribed direction, sal* first layer

being capable of reflecting sax) light from said fight

55 emitting means but substantially transparent to vis-

ible light; and

said identification means includes an underlying

second layer which is at least semi-transparent and
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provided with such a polarisation plane rotating

property that light which has emitted from said light

emitting means, passed through said first and sec-
ond layers and been reflected by a third layer or a
surface of said article itselfonto said fight detecting

means is substantially prevented from passing
through sakJ filter.

the transmittance of the fight reflecting byen.and

figure 6 is a side sectional view illustrating the
operation of the present embodiment

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0010] Preferably, the second layer has such polari-

sation plane rotating properly that polarised fight which
passed through said second layer twice has a polarisa-

tion direction rotated by approximately 90°, and said fil-

ter provided on said light detecting means is so oriented

as to shut-off said light which has had a polarisation

direction thereof rotated by 90" by said second layer.

[0011J Therefore, the fight which has passed
through the reflecting layer and reflected by the surface
of the article itself or an underlying layer Is prevented
from reachlr^trw fight detect (levk» so that spurious
noises which may disturb the identification process can
be effectively eliminated. To effectively eliminate the
influences of the component of fight which has passed
through the reflecting layer, and reduce spurious noises
due to such a component of light, the second layer pref-

erably has such a polarisation plane relating property
that polarised light which has passed through the sec-
ond layer twice has a polarisation direction rotated by
approximately 90 degrees while the filter provided on
the light detecting means is so oriented as to shut off

• the fight which has had a polarisation direction thereof
rotated by 90 degrees by the second layer.

[0012] The wavelength of the light emitted from the
fight emitting means is outside a visible fight band, and
the first layer reflects the fight from the light emitting
means but is substantially transparent to visible light
Thus, the identification region is hardly visible to human
eyes, and this not only discourages an attempt to coun-
terfeit the identification region but also would not affect

the external appearance ofthe article.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013J Now the present invention is described in the
following with reference to the appended drawings, in

which:

figure 1 is a perspective view of a card and the
identification system for identifying the authenticity

ofthe card according to the present invention;

figure 2 is a side sectional view of a fight emitting
device and a fight receiving device used in the sys-
tem illustrated in Figure 1;

figure 3 is a plan view of the fight emitting device
and the fight receiving device;

figure 4 is an enlarged sectional view of the identi-

fication region;

figure 5 is a graph showing the relationship

between the wavelength of the illuminating fight and

[0014] In the preferred embodiment illustrated in

Figures 1 through 6. a magnetic card 1 is given as an
10 example of article the authenticity ofwhich is desired to

be Identified according to the present invention. As illus-

trated in Figure 1, a magnetic stripe 2 extends longitudi-

nally on a surface 1a of the card 1. Further, an
identification seal 3 serving as a light reflecting region

15 having a unique diffractive property as described here-
inafter is provided on the surface 1a.

[0015] Meanwhile, a magnetic head 4 is provided
inside a reader/miter for the card 1 soas to oppose the
magnetic stripe 2 as the card 1 is conveyed In the

20 reader/writer by a conveying unit not shown in the draw-
ing. A light emittingAeceiving unit S is. also provided In
the reader/writer so as to oppose the identification seal

3 as the card 1 is conveyed therein. This light emit-
ting/receiving unit 5 comprises a light emitting device 6

25 ** hanging illuminating laser fight having the wave-
length of 780 nm and Rneariy polarized in.a certain
direction upon the identification seal 3 provided on the
surface 1a of the card 1. and an annular fight receiving
device 8 surrounding this light emitting device 6 (Figure

30 3), The surface ofthe light receiving device 8 is covered
by a polarization filer 7 which allows transmission of
only the fight linearty polarized in the above mentioned
direction (Figure 2). The fight emitting device 6 dbectty
opposes the identification seal 3 when the card lis con-

as veyed to a prescribed position inside the reader/writer.

The light receiving device 8 consists ofa muBKsegment
photodiode which is divided by radial fines into eight
segments 8a through 8h each capable of individually

delecting light The light receiving device & is connected
w toadetenroiaticflunH9whfcAc^^

ory and an l/F circuit ofknown type, and determines the
authenticity of the card 1 as Illustrated in Figure 1.

[OOiq As best illustrated in Figure 4, the identifica-

lion region 3 comprises a hologram layer 10 consisting
45 rfah°fogramfc^rig layer 10a and an unde^^

reflecting layer 10b, an adhesive layer 11 layered below
the hologram layer 10 and serving also as a cushion
tayer, and a filro-filce polarization plane rotating layer 12
provided between the adhesive layer 1 1 and the surface

» laofthe card 1. The surfacedthe hologram layer 10 Is

covered by a protective layer 13.

[0017] The hologram forming layer 10a allows
transmission of fight while the fight reflecting layer 10b
comprises mutually interleaved layers of sodium hex-

55 aflupralmlnate (NajAIF6) having a relatively small index
of refraction and zinc sulphate (ZnS) having a relatively

large index of refraction so that the light reflecting layer
10b demonstrates a high transmittance (apprcodmatery

3



5 EP 0 568 185 B1 6

100%) for illuminating light in the visible light band (380

to 700 nm in wavelength) and a low transmittance for

Shimlnating light in the infrared light band (700 nm or

longer in wavelength). Therefore, this hologram layer is

essentially invisible to human eyes, and has such a dif- 5

tractive property that infrared fight impinged squarely

thereon is diffracted and reflected onto a pair of seg-

ments diagonally opposing each other on either side of

the light emitting device 6.

[0018] On the other hand, the polarization plane 10

rotating layer 12 is made by extending polycarbonate

resin having a relatively pronounced double refractive

property. The thickness of the polarization plane rotat-

ing layer 12 is determined in such a manner that one

quarter of the wavelength of the laser light emitted from is

the fight emitting device 6 corresponds to the amount of

double refraction of this layer. Therefore, as the compo-

nent of the incident laser fight which has transmitted

through the light reflecting layer 10b is passed through

this polarization plane rotating layer 12, reflected by the 20

surface 1a of the card 1, and again passed through the

polarization plane rotating layer 12, its plane of polariza-

tion is rotated by 90 degrees.

[0019] When actually identifying the authenticity of

the card 1, the card lis conveyed until the identification 2s

seal 3 squarely opposes the light emitting device 6 of

the fight emitting/receiving unit 5. Then, illuminating fight

having the wavelength of 780 nm and linearly polarized

in the prescribed direction is impinged from the tight

emitting device 6 onto the identification seal 3. The fight 30

diffracted and reflected by the identification seal 3 is

transmitted through the polarization fitter 7 before it is .

captured by specific segments 8a through 8h of the fight

receiving device 8, and the authenticity of the card 1 is

Identified according to the intensity of the light received 35

by them. In this case, as the fight which has passed

through the light reflecting layer 10b travels both ways

through the polarization ptane rotating layer 12 before it

reaches the polarization filter 7, its plane of polarization

is rotated by 90 degrees. Therefore, the light is able to 40

reach the polarization filter 7, but cannot pass through

the polarization filter 7 nor reach the fight receiving

device 8. Thus, even when the surface 1a of the card 1

has a high coefficient of reflection, there is substantially

no possibility of causing any erroneous detection (Fig- 45

ure 6).

[0020] Therefore, even when a potential forger has

obtained this card 1 with illicit Intention, because the

identification seal is hardly visible with naked eyes and

its position is therefore hard to Identify, and because the so

analysis of the reflective property of the hologram and

the forgery of the hologram are both technicaRy difficult,

and prohibitively expensive, ft is practically impossible

for him to commit the forgery of the card.

[0021] It is obvious that the present Invention is not 55

limited by the above embodiment but can be Imple-

mented in various other forms. For instance, the holo-

gram was prepared in such a manner that the

illuminating light was diffracted onto two of the seg-

ments 8a through 8h of the light receiving device 8. but

may also be prepared in such a manner that the illumi-

nating light is diffracted onto four or more of the seg-

ments 8a through 8h of the light receiving device 8.

[0022] In the above described embodiment, the

identification region was affixed to a magnetic card 1

serving as an information storage card, but similar

results can be achieved even when they are. affixed to

checks, promissory notes, gift certificates, and other

monetary papers, and general commercial goods or the

packages therefor. In this case, by placing a mask hav-

ing an opening in a prescribed position over the card 1,

and selecting the position of the opening so as to corre-

spond to the identification seal affixed to the card, it is

possible to identify the identification seal by using a

hand-carried hand scanner. When the monetary papers

are desired to be identified, although they tend to

deform very easily, because the properties of hologram

and diffraction grating are not substantially affected

even when there is an angular deformation of, for

instance, five degrees, no significant problems are cre-

ated. For this reason, such identification seals can be

affixed to curved parts .of goods such as tennis racket

handles, and can be used satisfactory for the purpose

of identifying the authenticity of such goods.

[0023] Further, in the above described embodi-

ment, hologram was used for the identification mark of

the identification seal affixed to the card 1. similar

results can be obtained when diffraction grating is used

instead.

[0024] Thus, according to the system for identifying

an article of the present invention, by providing light

emitting means for emitting light having a prescribed

wavelength and linearly polarized In a prescribed direc-

tion, an identification region defined on the article, the

identification region including a fight reflecting layer

which is adapted to transmit visible light and reflect fight

of wavelength other than those of visible fight with a cer-

tain reflective directivity property, and a polarization

plane rotating layer made of optically anisotropic mate-

rial which rotates linearly polarized fight of the certain

wavelength by double refraction, fight receiving means
for receiving the fight reflected by the light reflecting

layer, and a polarization filter for allowing transmission

of only the rotated linearly polarized light placed on a
light receiving surface of the light receiving means, the

visible light Is not reflected by the fight reflecting layer

and the light reflecting layer is therefore made transpar-

ent so that the identification system would not affect the

design of the article, and the freedom of design is sub-

stantially improved. Further, the light reflected by the

surface of the article which tends to give rise to noises

for the process of the identification Is thereby Improved.

Thus, the present invention offers a significant improve-

ment over the prior art

4
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Claims

1. An article identification system for identifying the

authenticity of an article, comprising: •. •

5

identification means (3) including at least a first

layer (10), consisting of hologram or diffraction

grating, having a reflective property for sub-

stantially reflecting light having a prescribed

.wavelength; to

light emitting means (6) for impinging fight emit-

ted therefrom onto said identification means

(3), said light having the prescribed wave-

length;

fight detecting means (8) for detecting Tight is

reflected by said identification means (3), said

Bght detecting means (8) being provided with a

filter (7) which selectively allows transmission

of Bght having a certain polarisation direction;

and 20

control means for evaluating Rght detected by

said Hght detecting means (8) and determining

the authenticity of said article associated with

said identification means (3);

characterised in that 25

the Bght emitted from said light emitting means

(6) has a wavelength outside a. visible range,

and is linearly polarised in a prescribed direc-

tion, said first layer (10) being substantially

transparent to visible fight; and 30

said identification means (3) includes an under-

lying second layer (12) which te at least semi-

transparent and provided with such a potarisa-

tfon plane rotating property that light which has

emitted from said light emitting means (6), as

passed through said first (10) and second (12)

layers and been reflected by a third layer or a

surface of said article itself onto said light

detecting means (8) is substantially prevented

from passing through said filter (7). <o

2. An article identification system according to claim

1, wherein said second layer (12) has such potarf-

.

satfon plane rotating property that polarised fight

which passed through said second layer twice has 45

a polarisation direction rotated by approximately

90°. and said filter (7) provided on said light detect-

ing means (8) is so oriented as to shut-off said Fight

which has had a polarisation direction thereof

rotated by 90° by said second layer. so

Patentansprflcne

1. Gegenslands-ldentifikationssystem zur Identifeie-

rung der Echtheit eines Gegenstandes. mit ss

einer Idenfifikalionseinrichtung (3) mit wenig-

stens einer ersten Schicht (10), die aus einem

Hotogramm- Oder Beugungsgitter besteht, wel-

ches efne Reflexionseigenschari zum bn

wesentfichen Reflektieren von Ucht mit einer

festgelegten Wellenlange aufweist;

einer Uchtaussuahlungsvorrichtung (6) zum
Beaufschfagen der Idenfifikationseinriehtung

(3) mit dem davon ausgesendeten Ucht, wobei

das Ucht die festgelegte Wellenlange hat;

einer Uchterfassungsvonichtung (8) zum
Erfassen von durch die Identifikationseinrlch-

tung (3) reflektiertem Ucht, wobel die Uchter-

fassungsvonichtung (8) mit einem Filter (7)

versehen ist, der selelttiv den Durchbtt von

Ucht mit einer bestimmten Pobrisationsrich-

tung ertaubt; und

einer Steuereinrichtung zum Auswerten von

durch die LJchterfassurgsvorrichtung (8) erfaB-

tem Ucht und Bestimmen der Echtheit des der

IdenWikationsetnrichtung (3) zugeordneten

Gegenstandes,

dadurch gekennzeichnet,

daft das von der Uchtausstrahlurgsvorrichlung

(6) ausgesendete Licht erne Wellenlange

auBerhalb des sichtbaren Bereichs aufweist

und in einer festgelegten Richtung linear pola-

rislert ist, wobei die erste Schicht (10) kn

wesentfichen fur sfehtbares Ucht durchfissig

ist und

daft die Idenfifikationseinriehtung (3) efne dar-

unter fiegende zweite Schicht (12) erthait, die

wentgstens halbdurchlassig ist und mft einer

sofcnen Eigenschaft zur Drehung der Poterisa-

tlohsebene versehen ist, daft Ucht, welches

von der Uchtausstrahlungsvorrichtung (6) aus-

gesendet wurde, durch die erste (10) und die

zweite (12) Schicht lief und durch eine dritte

Schicht Oder eine Oberfiache des Gegenstan-

des selbst auf die Uchterfassungsvonichtung

(8) reftekBert wurde, im wesentfichen am
Durchlaufen des Filters (7) gehlndert wird.

2. GegenstandsrWenWikationssystem rrach Anspruch

1.

dadurch gekennzeichnet,

dafl die zweite Schicht (12) era solche Eigenschaft

zur Drehung der PotarisatJonsebene aufweist. daft

potarisiertes Ucht, welches zweimal durch die

zweite Schicht getaufen ist, eine urn etwa 90°

gedrehte Polarkatfonsrichtung besitzt, und
daO der auf der Uchterfassungsvcfrichtung (8) vor-

gesehene Filter (7) so orientiert ist, daft er das
UcM, wetehes eine urn 90° durch diezweite Schicht

gedrehte PMarisationsrichtung besitzt, sperrt

Revendlcations

1. Systeme rJidentification (fobjet destine a identifier

fauthenticHe d'un objet, comprenant

:

5
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des moyens aTdentificalion (3) comprenant au

moins une premiere couche (10). constitute

rfun hologramme ou rfun reseau de diffraction,

presentant une propriete de reflexion afin de

reflect* sensibtement la lumiere ayant une ton- $

gueurtfcodeprescrite;

de3 moyens Remission de lumiere (6). afin que

la lumiere emise par eux heurte les moyens

dTdentification (3), cotte lumiere ayant la lon-

gueur tfonde prescrite ; - io

des moyens de detection de lumiere (8) desti-

nes a detecter la lumiere reftechfe par les

moyens {fWentirication (3). ces moyens de

detection de lumiere (8) etant equipes (fun fB-

tre (7) qui permet setecuvement la transmis- is

sfon de lumiere ayant une certaine direction de

polarisation ; et

des moyens de commands permetlant rfeva-

hier la lumiere detectee par lies moyens de

detection de lumiere (8) et de determiner 20

rauthenbcite de tobjet assocfe aux moyens

trWentificatton (3)

;

caracterise on ce que

:

la lumiere emise par les moyens (remission de

lumiere (6) a une longueur tfonde situee en- 25

dehors tfun spectre de lumiere visible; et est

pobrisee rrheairement dans une direction pres-

crite, la premiere couche (10) etant sensibte-

ment transparente a la lumiere visible ; et

les moyens tfidentflicatton (3) comprennent 30

une deuxieme couche situee dessous (12), qui

est au moins sernHransparente et pourvue

tfune propriete de pivotement du plan de pola-

risation tefla que de la lumiere ayant ete emise

par les moyens (remission de rumlere (6). 35

ayant traverse les premiere (10) et deuxieme

(12) couches et ayant ete reflechie parune troi-

sleme couche, ou par une surface de rbbjet

proprement dit, sur les moyens de detection de
lumiere (8), est sensibtement empechee de tra-. 40

verser le fDtre (7).

2. Systeme dlderrtfflcatfon tfobjet seton la revendica-

tton 1, dans tequel la deuxieme couche (12) pre-

. sente une propriete de rotation du plan de «
polarisation telle que de la lumiere priarisee ayant

traverse deux fete la deuxieme couche presents

une direction de polarisation pivotee tfapprcodmati-

yement 90°, et le fittre (7) prevu sur les moyerts de

detecBcf»o^lurrrtere(8)estorierrfe so

ter la lumiere dont la direction de polarisation a ete

pivotee de 90? par la deuxieme couche.

55
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Fig. 4
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Pig. 5
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Fig. 6


